Hong Kong Ocean Park Marriott Hotel Brings Inspirational Dream Weddings to Life

When the special day is all about bringing a couple’s dream to live from the start of their journey together,
Hong Kong Ocean Park Marriott Hotel goes above and beyond with its expansive flexible spaces,
expert planners and creative food and beverage options that will make each event seamless and
unforgettable.
Whether it’s an outdoor intimate ceremony to a grand and lavish wedding banquet or a moment
captured in front of the incredible 16m cylindrical aquarium, Hong Kong Ocean Park Marriott Hotel’s
team creates a day that is infinitely inspired by each couple’s vision.
Grand Ballroom
The Grand Ballroom offers a 1,200 square-meter of charm and understated grandeur that will form the
perfect stage for one’smost joyous commitments in life. With a 5 – 7 meter height in ceiling and oceanic
style chandeliers, the ballroom is a state-of-the-art modern environment. With a tech savvy lighting
system that allows for precision lighting and the creation of stunning effects, ideas and aspirations can
be transformed into reality. Capacity: 960 (seated) to 1,200 (cocktail reception).
The pillar-free grand ballroom comes with a private foyer that is perfect for pre-function cocktails. For
cosy celebrations, the Grand Ballroom can also be partitioned into four separated venues.
All rooms are wired with state-of-the-art technology to create audio/visual spectacles, integrated audio
systems with speakers specifically designed to optimise the acoustics of each room, as well as five
built-in projection screens, lumen projectors, a 12mW x 4mH LED screenand lighting & control systems
for maximum flexibility.

Table 1: Ballroom & Meeting Room Configuration

Outdoor Garden and Event Space
For the ultimate resort weddings in a green urban oasis, Hong Kong Ocean Park Marriott Hotel also
offers two alfresco venues as a natural backdrop for a couple’s wedding day. Surrounded by a garden,
each venue creates a dream destination wedding without leaving the city.
An escape nestled in the city, the Alfesco Wedding Garden offers plenty of photo opportunities for
nature lovers. What’s more, the 315 square-meter garden has a gazebo floating on the surface of a
romantic fountain where the couple can exchange their vows. The venue can fit up to 100 guests with
theatre style.
Alfesco Event Space, surrounded by 120 square-meter of perfectly landscaped greenery is also an
option to complete the couples photo-worthy nuptials. The hotel’s professional meeting planners are
avialble to create a unique event where dreams become reality.
Wedding Suite
Newly-wedded couple can enjoy a champagne breakfast for the two lovebirds in the Hotel’s Pearl
Suite. With clean modern lines, lustrous décor and gleaming creamy white colour scheme, the suite is
designed with the precious white pearl in mind. The Pearl Suite promises the most unforgettable start
to the couples lifelong journey ahead.
Complementing the modern décor and festivities, each wedding banquet menu at Hong Kong Ocean
Park Marriott Hotel is crafted using only the finest sustainable ingredients by the renowned awardwinning Chef Tam Chek Lun.
Infinitely You Wedding Inspiration
Expert wedding planners will take their inspiration from each couple to create the fairytale wedding.
From the centrepieces to the placecards to dietary and menu arrangements and the event
management, each moment will be curated to set the scene for the perfect day that ends in happily
ever after.

